Papers of Beverley Jackson

(HOLLIS number: 13910049)

Papers, notes, correspondence, visual images (some originals, most copies) assembled in process of preparing Jackson’s publications:

1. Splendid Slippers: a Thousand Years of an Erotic Tradition
2. Ladder to the Clouds: Intrigue and Tradition in Chinese Rank
3. Kingfisher Blue: Treasures of an Ancient Chinese Art
4. The Beautiful Lady Was a Palace Eunuch
5. Signatures for Kingfisher Blue
6. Pre-publication print of The Beautiful Lady Was a Palace Eunuch, along with a typescript of same (255 pp.)
7. Typescript of author’s blog, “A Front Row Seat for the Cultural Revolution”
8. Typescript of The Recreated Eunuch, identical to The Beautiful Lady was a Palace Eunuch (255 pp.)
9. Typescript of Arrival in Shanghai, with author’s inscription “Unpublished Manuscript” at head (190 pp.)
11. Signatures for Ladder to the Clouds

Materials are held in plastic sleeves in 3-ring binders and loosely, in 2 boxes.

Formats include advertisements/sheet music/trade cards of movie stars, including Anna May Wong/photo postcards/35mm copy slides/postage stamps/photo negatives/Republic of China and Singapore paper currency/photographic stereocards.

Gift of the author, 2013. To be used only in the Rare Books Reading Room.